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PAR Glass London Ltd specialises in both domestic and commercial
glazing, covering everything you could possibly imagine in this
exciting and constantly developing industry.
We are proud to have developed into a company which manufactures its
own glass, ensuring rapid turnaround times for all our domestic and
commercial clients. With over 15 years in the industry we have enjoyed
taking part in thousands of projects. These range from one to one
domestic installations to 1500 appartment commercial contract.

It is with this comprehensive experience, we feel poised to
undertake any project no matter how complex and challenging.
Whatever you are looking for, the PAR Glass Team is there to offer
support and advice on your journey from product choice to
installation. Our friendly, proffesional team is on hand to help you
with design decisions, offer feedback on colours and quality,
discuss technical issues and installation process. We take our
work seriously; we want you to be confident in the choices you
make and delighted with the results.
Your target is our aim!
For your viewing pleasure, throughout this brochure, we have
complied a comprehensive portfolio of the work we do. So enjoy
all of the features provided and remember, we are always happy
to discuss your project over the phone.
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Our Products

Glass Splashbacks

Back Painted Glass

“

Glass paint technology has
evolved to meet the ever
increasing demand for
back painted glass products.

This versatile glass product is used predominantly
applications and is equally suited to a residental
kitchen splashback application as it is to cladding
the walls within a busy office reception, wetroom
or shower enclosure.
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“

Colour Options - over 18 000

3-5 Working Days Turnaround
Glass splashbacks are highly reflective and
allow an option to add a bright burst of colour
or to blend a base colour into a room such
as white, grey or cream. We would always
recommend choosing a complimentary
colour rather than colour matching to other
painted areas within a room.

PAR Glass London LTD offers over
18 000 colours of back painted
glass - among them is the RAL colour
option as well as Dulux, Farrow & Ball,
British Standards and Pantone.

We predominately use a low iron glass
which is colourless to allow the true
back painted colour to show through.
We can also produce toughened glass
splashbacks up 4m long without splits.
Below are presented the most common
colours from every tone and shade:

T-Shape Splashback Option
In some project scenarios, often happens that the glass goes
under the hob and the kitchen cabinets in a shape of so called
upside down ‘T’ letter. We offer a special splitting option in
a cutting process which allows the panels to be installed in a
more safety, compataible and efficient way.

This splitting technique also saves a crucial time in the
production and definately provides less risk of loosing
the glass in toughening process.

PAR professional glaziers would still be more than happy to
follow individual customer instructions and produce upside
down ‘T’ shape panel in a one section. However, as we have a
vital, deep experience in a variety of occasions, we do strongly
recommend you to take a moment of reading this information
and carefully consider this option when thinking about fitting
the glass under cooker hob and cabinets.

The entire process of splitting gives you an opportunity
to get your glass installed in a much faster time than
a one section piece and we can assure you the panels
would still present perfectly and beautifully within
the kitchen area.

Glass Balustrades

Glass Balustrades
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When a designer is looking to retain views and reflect light
inwards while providing security and safety for those using
staircases, balconies and terraces, a glass balustrade
provides a stylish and contemporary solution.
Blending with most interior and exterior finishes and adding
a subtle component to the elevation. PAR Glass London Ltd
offers toughened glass in a range of thicknesses, to be used
externally with a mechanically fixed handrail and
internally on mezzanine areas, staircases and landings.
This glass is bespoke and made to your required thickness,
using toughened glass and a resin interlayer between glass
panels.

Balustrade Systems
Bolting System

Handrail System

Mirrors

Bespoke Mirrors
Mirrors can be utilised across a vast array of applications
including walls, partitions, doors, displays, ceillings,
cupboards, wardrobes and other furniture. Special safety film
backing can be applied to protect against possible injury
resulting from breakage.
This makes it the ideal choice for applications anywhere in
the home where there is a greater risk of accidental damage
e.g. doors, wardrobes and children’s rooms.
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Mirror Types

Tinted

Silver

Grey

Bronze

Blue

Green

Peach

We offer 4mm and 6mm mirrors with a range of colours
including crystal mirror that uses a low iron glass to create
an amazing finish.

Pink

Antique

Gold

Antique Silver P

Antique Silver N

Shower Screens

Shower Screens
Frameless glass shower doors and enclosures are now a typical
feature within many hotels and leisure centres, but also work equally
well within domestic bathroom applications.
An all glass shower enclosure removes the design limitations present
in a typical framed system. Visible ironmongery is reduced to an absolute
minimum and by using clear acrylic seals you are left with a totally
frameless glass enclosure/screen.
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Where possible, the channel required for a fixed
screen would be set within the wall covering,
always contact us in the stages of design to achieve
the most frameless finish possible.

A frameless enclosure lends itself particurarly well to
special applications, and systems can be designed to
suit virtually any size of shower tray or bath.
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PAR Glass London Ltd offers a bespoke service providing
numerous options for finish and design.

Glass Doors

Glass Doors
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As a continuation of the overall design or
purely as a signature element of a building,
glass doors can be used effectively both
for the interior and exterior applications.
They allow to pass through whilst allowing
privacy if required, creating exciting yet
functional environments.
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All glass doors are bespoke and
frameless.
PAR Glass London Ltd offers a wide
range of glass fittings in a variety
of styles and finishes but also
with options such as automatic
closing, hold open and much more.

Glass Partitions

Glass Partitions
Frameless glass partitions are a great way
to create a beatiful office environment.
A full lenght frameless glazed partition system
gives your office a spacious feel allowing
the maximum amount of light through.
This stylish glass partitioning provides an
attractive ‘wow’ factor to your workspaces.
Glass gives your partition walls a high-quality
appearance and creates light, open rooms.
Its soundproofing properties allow you to work
undisturbed and in peace - ideal conditions
for offices.
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Manifestation Effect
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Glass manifestation is necessary on
glass of certain size in certain locations,
with the primary function to make the
glass visible. Large expanses of clear
glass can often be difficult to detect,
making them potentially hazardous.
Manifestation is usually placed at strategic
locations on the glass, the contrast
between the manifestation and the glazing
making it easy to spot, preventing
potential accidents.
Manifestation effect is traditionally created
from a frosted film. Frostbrite film provides
a classic sandblasted, acid-etched effect,
delivering a contemporary, stylish
manifestation solution.

Types of Glass

Optifloat Clear

Optiwhite

PAR Glass London Ltd specialises in
innovative glass products. Our service aims
to bring modern minimalist designs into the
home and commercial spaces. We can offer
a full design service or produce individual
pieces to suit each project.

Optifloat TM Clear Description

Product Features:

Optiwhite TM Description

Product Features:

All manufacture of Optifloat TM Clear meets
EN 572 part 2 1995, the exacting European
standard.

Specially tinted Optifloat saves
man-made energy, controls solar
energy and gives a striking visual
effect.

Optiwhite TM is an extra-clear, low-iron
float glass; it is practically colourless,
and the green inherent to other glasses is
not present.

High light transmission for
outstanding visual clarity when
an unrestricted view is required.

We have been constantly developing and
improving the process to produce glass that
is both of the highest quality and available
in a wide range of sizes and thicknesses
- allowing it to be used in virtually
limitless applications.
Optifloat TM benefits you, while minimising
damage to the environment. It is totally
recyclable and reflects the environmental
stance PAR Glass London LTD as a company.

In both homes and the workplace,
Optifloat offers a practical, stylish
alternative to traditional materials
in screens, partitions and furniture.
Optifloat TN Clear gives designers
the freedom to create attractive
modern environments that are also
economical and easy to maintain.

It is therefore ideal for use where glass
edges are visible or where a neutral colour
is desired. As its transmission is 1% and
6% higher than clear float glass in 3mm
and 15mm thickness respectively, it is
perfect for applications where transparency
and purity of colour are desired.

Purity of colour with minimum
colour cast when viewing through
the glass, ensuring a truer
representation of the designer’s
vision.
Flexibility of application; can be
toughened or laminated for safety
and security.

Available in thicknesses of between 2mm
and 19mm (the widest range on the market),
Optiwhite TM provides increased design
flexibility and, when combined with other
products, it can offer additional benefits
such as thermal insulation or self-cleaning
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Our Services
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PAR Glass London London Ltd provides professional measure
and installation service.
Using special measuring equipment, our team takes incredibly
precise measurements of the installation site. They can also
bring samples to view, as well as providing advise and guidance
on how to place the glass around the kitchen, bathroom or any
other area where the glass goes. We offer impresive 3-5
millimetre tolerance in fitting your glass panels.
Once the glass is manufactured, processed through our quality
check system, an installation date will be agreed. Our team
regularly has several installations every day, with over 1500
projects completed in the last years. Installations usually take
only few hours maximum to complete.
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